
  

 

Abstract—The paper is dedicated to the application of web 

data extraction technologies to facilitate decision support. As 

the Internet becomes a scrapable representation of the real 

world, the need to utilize online data arises in mafny 

specialized fields that search engines generally won’t cover. 

The considerations on feasibility of employing automated web 

harvesting methods for obtaining data to populate 

decision-support systems’ databases are provided. Although 

the initial effort required for their implementation may be 

substantial, for certain domains they allow getting hold of 

information that otherwise would be too extensive for manual 

collection. We also provide a description of a project involving 

the construction of the system used for labour market 

management by regional authorities. The daily data extraction 

from job-related websites allows unprecedented precision of 

analysis and decision-making in the domain. 

 
Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, data mining, 

information systems, web scraping. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to estimations provided by IBM and Intel, 

about 2.5*1018 bytes of data is created worldwide daily, 

while about 1018 bytes of global IP data is transferred during 

the same time. Indeed, the World Wide Web may represent a 

classical case of transition of quantity into quality, i.e. high 

volumes of data that become available in electronic, 

processable, form, are to affect people’s understanding of 

the real world. 

Actually, statistical data are long-established basis for 

decision-making in economic behaviour, management, 

planning, governing, etc. However, in the digital age the 

traditional methods of gathering and providing statistics 

have some disadvantages: 

 They often lag behind in time, so the data don’t arrive 

when they’re the most needed. Recently, though, there 

are some improvements, as statistical volumes are 

increasingly published online. However, the cutting of 

the time it takes for the information to arrive from its 

originating sources (companies, government 

institutions, etc.) definitely has its limits. 

 The statistical institutions are understandably 

conservative and generally don’t seek to embrace recent 

hot trends, which limits their coverage of certain fields. 

Their established methodologies also can’t be modified 
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overnight, so the desired arrangement of the data may 

be unavailable. 

 The validity of the data gathered may be violated, as 

enterprises have low priority for submitting statistical 

forms. The penalties for providing distorted data are 

generally minimal, and the enforcement capabilities of 

statistical offices are nowhere near, e.g., the ones of tax 

administration. 

Consequently, Internet is increasingly viewed as a data 

source [1], and even some National statistical institutes, like 

the one of Netherlands [2], initiate projects to augment their 

data. The organizations of the private sector are mostly 

concerned with marketing or PR-related online data, 

gathering information on their potential customers and their 

preferences, as well as monitoring social networks and the 

Web for opinions on certain brands or companies (see 

review in [3]). Not to mention the field that gave start to 

Internet in the first place– scientific research and 

development – where online citation and publications 

indexing services have been dominating for more than a 

decade. 

Naturally, the vast amounts of data in most cases call for 

their automated processing, involving artificial intelligence 

(AI) methods and intellectual information systems. These 

applications include: 

 Automated control and management – e.g. based on 

data from enterprise information systems or stock 

exchange quotes. 

 Data mining and information extraction with natural 

language processing – e.g. analyzing news, company or 

brand references online, etc. 

 Knowledge engineering, in both human-readable and 

machine-readable forms, and automatic inference. 

 Computer-aided design and decision-making support, 

which probably imply the most intense involvement of 

human, being rather intelligent-amplifying than 

artificially intelligent.  

There is actually a belief in the coming of Semantic Web 

that would make all online data structured, so that one would 

be able to run queries directly on them. Still, despite the 

unceasing interest towards this topic, the Semantic Web 

seems not to be overtaking just yet. For now, it’s reasonable 

to assume that the majority of information on the Internet is 

there for humans, not computers, and remains largely 

unstructured. Thus, data extraction methods must cope with 

the current situation, and the following issues can be 

identified with it: 

 Legal issues – it is generally considered legal to collect 

information that is openly available online, unless the 

source explicitly forbids doing so. In some countries the 

legislation may be different, but this is mostly beyond 
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the scope of our paper. 

 Technological issues – there’s no single universally 

accepted and replicable solution at the moment, as 

research and development in this field goes on. The 

global search engines are focusing on unstructured 

textual data, while individual “web scraping” tools are 

context-dependent or require a considerable effort to 

“learn” how to do data extraction from particular 

sources. So, technological boundaries and solutions will 

be given special consideration further. 

 Availability issues – one may have noted the disparity 

between the amounts of new data created and data 

transferred that we specified in the beginning of the 

paper. We are to provide some reflections on what does 

and what does not have the “online footprint”. 

 Efficiency issues – if online data gathering is to replace 

or augment traditional methods, it must have 

advantages, such as lowering costs or providing 

benefits and opportunities in terms of better speed, 

frequency, quality, etc. This is covered quite well in [2], 

and we will provide some insights and reflection. 

So, overall, our paper is dedicated to feasibility of online 

data extraction to support decision-making in governing, 

management, etc. In Section II we provide some overview of 

the state-of-art in the field, while in Section III we describe 

the real case – the creation and utilization of software system 

for scraping web data related to a regional labour market and 

aiding local authorities in managing it. 

 

II. DATA EXTRACTION FOR DECISION-SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

The classification of sources for data extraction naturally 

follows the classical “sender – channel – receiver” triad. 

Consequently, the three major categories for data extraction 

methods are [1]: 

 User-centric – aimed on the data that originate at an 

individual’s client, such as PC or mobile device. This 

may be a powerful tool in gathering statistics on users’ 

behaviour, including online spending, geo location, etc., 

though it generally requires the most processing power 

to aggregate data. However, individual users are likely 

to object to their data being collected, as the experience 

of mobile applications developers shows us, and 

obtaining their consent may be the most vital matter. If 

no respective software (even if it isn’t directly installed 

by the owner), exists at the client, no data collection will 

occur. 

 Network-centric – focused on data in transit, i.e. 

flowing in a network. Again, legal and social issues are 

very intense here, as deep packet inspection is currently 

banned in most cases. That basically leaves such 

attributes as sender and receiver types, the volume of 

data being transferred, and protocol type. Thus, it may 

be probably stated that this group of methods’ 

applicability is quite narrow, although this may change 

in the future. 

 Site-centric – dealing with data that originate at web 

servers. This may involve extracting data from web 

pages or feeds output by the server, receiving data 

directly from the server’s storage, such as through 

database API, or examining attributes of the site itself, 

e.g. technologies and platforms used, quality and 

quantity of web pages, response times, etc. This is the 

most established and long-standing group of methods, 

as search engines actually fall into this category. 

However, website data extraction is “supply-driven”, so 

a major problem is discovering how a decision can be 

supported by existing websites and available data. 

The following chapters discuss in more details the issues 

of technology, availability, and efficiency specified above 

for site-centric data extraction methods. 

A. Technological Issues 

In terms of computational complexity, the problem of 

structured information extraction from web pages is said to 

be polynomial or even linear for specific domains [4], 

although it may not be the same for processing this 

information, especially if it involves natural language 

processing. Still, it can probably be assumed that it’s 

theoretically possible to build sufficiently prompt 

decision-support systems operating on online data, even for 

large amounts of them. So the major concerns in data and 

information extraction pertain to a different area and are 

reflected in popular criteria of accuracy and completeness 

[5]. The former is generally understood as the ratio of 

objects correctly extracted by method to some “true” 

number of objects, e.g. the one that would be extracted by 

human expert (there are also estimations that a web page 

contains about 5000 elements on average [4]). The latter is 

more delicate, being the ratio between “correctly” identified 

objects to the total number of objects extracted. 

The major threats to completeness and accuracy in data 

extraction from websites are the sites’ complexity and 

changeability. By complexity we imply the inevitable 

utilization of technologies beyond plain HTML – the 

construction of queries to database, information disclosure 

with AJAX and its storage in files (pdf, doc), usage of Flash, 

etc. Changeability is also an intrinsic feature of websites, 

meaning that the structure of sites and web pages change 

with time, trying to put up more data, improve interface and 

so on. The up-to-date technological apparatus 

accommodating these issues is the following. 

About a decade ago, quite an important innovation in the 

field was put forward – the automated generation of 

wrappers (see the definition and detailed review in [6]), so 

that an algorithm for structured scraping a particular 

webpage data is created automatically, based on the page 

contents’ analysis. This solution has a potential to 

significantly reduce the programming effort associated with 

starting data extraction from a new website, but in most real 

cases interactive involvement of a human operator remains 

advisable. The approaches for wrapper generation include 

regular-expression-based, logic-based that employ special 

wrapper programming languages, and tree-based that split 

web page into so-called data record regions. The AI field 

goes further in this respect, aiming to develop solutions that 

would learn rules for extracting information, often also 

under a human supervision initially (see review in [6]). It is 

believed that unsupervised data extraction can be achieved 

with the use of ontologies, which however have to be 
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domain-specific and may require even more considerable 

effort for building and maintaining [7]. 

At the same time, complexity remains a challenge for all 

the above approaches, as sometimes it prevents wrappers 

from accessing all the data available on web pages in the 

way a human user would. The recent spread of AJAX-based 

technologies had especially highlighted this problem, 

although there are solutions that more or less successfully 

emulate human user behaviour in web browser or employ a 

special script-executing machine (an overview of the state of 

art is provided in [8]). Quite a novel idea here is to take a 

web page just as a human would, and rely on image 

recognition techniques to extract data from it. There are 

evidences, e.g. with ViDE approach, that visual wrappers 

generation indeed yields solid results [9]. 

All in all, the technological issues of automated data 

collection from websites seem to be more or less resolved 

(except possibly for Flash-based data), although quite 

advanced methods and tools are often required. Still, many 

algorithms and products are available on open-source of 

free-to-use basis, such as RoadRunner, or XPath, while there 

are already business data collection software-as-service 

solutions such is the renowned Mozenda or Diffbot. 

B. Availability and Efficiency Issues 

The following are considered to be among the advantages 

of automated online data gathering compared to traditional, 

manual one [1], [2]: 

 Increased efficiency in terms of labour-intensiveness, 

for both gatherers and possible respondents. This also 

may mean lower costs, though it’s not always the case. 


 

Extensiveness of dataset, as higher efficiency allows 

recording
 
more attributes of studied objects, increase 

the sample size, etc.
 
Still, it shouldn’t substitute the 

quality, and the problem of defining meaningful 

indexes for monitoring
 
remains.

 



 
Timeliness and frequency, which mean that data can be 

gathered
 
in real-time and with unprecedented regularity, 

if the studied field calls for it.
 
This is often helpful in 

studying short-lived
 
phenomena, especially the ones 

originating in network environment.
 
At the same time, 

the data collection must be prompt and flexible enough to 

cope with the transience of the object.
 


 

Better validity of data due to the removal of respondent 

burden
 

(as information is gathered indirectly) and 

manual errors prevention. However, this is only true 

with the assumption that suitable data is available and 

the scraping algorithms work correctly.
 

 

The costs involved with automatic data gathering are 

indeed not necessarily dramatically lower than for manual 

work. Third-parties that provide relevant solutions seek to 

maximize their returns, while in-house development for a 

non-specialized company may be understandably costly.  

Also, there’s always the cost of extraction customization, 

even if not development, for a particular case, as well as 

subsequent maintenance – practical experience shows that 

break-even point is highly sensitive to sites’ changeability 

and the data extraction robots re-programming costs [2]. It 

seems that currently, despite admitted advances in 

automated wrapper generation, human involvement should 

be still required to monitor the data extraction in long-term. 

Extensive and frequent collection of data can’t make up 

for its validity and relevance, so consideration of 

methodological issues is still very important in automated 

data extraction. For online data extraction, the distinction 

between the unit of analysis – the studied object – and the 

unit of observation – technical data on some properties of 

the object – is particularly prominent [1], which requires 

careful selection of meaningful indexes. Potential threats to 

validity are non-random sampling and poor generalization, 

as information available online is, well, only representative 

of online universe. 

On the whole, the availability of data related to the unit of 

analysis depends on whether there are any online 

information transactions that involve it. Naturally, the 

transaction means the existence of both information source 

and recipient – as experience shows, if the second side in the 

potential transaction is unclear (i.e. there’s no established 

target user), the data won’t be generated or updated in the 

long run. Online is also an important clause here, as 

significant amount of information never leaves internal 

databases of companies or government institutions, being 

unapproachable for collection. 

The positive examples include stock and currency 

markets, real estate ads, labour markets, prices for goods and 

services, etc., so clearly economic incentives play a major 

role here. Among possible sources for extraction, “flock 

points” that draw companies or individuals to voluntary put 

up their data for information exchange are generally 

preferred. Indeed, if the necessary data are scattered among 

many diverse websites, the number of different scraping 

algorithms may become too high, imposing prohibitive 

development, customization or maintenance costs. The same 

reason applies to favor sources where the unstructured data 

is still more or less organized, with proper HTML (XML) 

mark-up and meaningful CSS styles. 

Finally, we would propose the following steps for rough 

estimation of automated online data extraction feasibility: 

1) Does a customer exist for the data collection? Are there 

any decisions to be made based on the data? Or is there, 

at least, any added value associated with aggregated 

data? 

2) Are there clearly definable units of analysis and do their 

attributes manifest themselves in online information 

transactions, providing a unit of observation? What 

should be the measurement indexes? 

3) Is it legally and socially acceptable to collect these kind 

of data? 

4) What are the sources (websites) for data extraction and 

what is the number of them that would sufficiently 

represent the universe? What is the validity of data and 

what generalizations can be made? 

5) What kind of sources are these: is their output properly 

organized, do they use any technologies that will 

complicate data extraction, what is their expected 

changeability rate and will the changes significantly 

affect the output structure? Do these sources and their 

information providers have sound reasons to last? 

6) What would be the desired and the doable frequency of 
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data collection? Will increased frequency, better 

timeliness and greater extensiveness of data afford a 

significant improvement over manual collection? 

By answering the above questions, one may estimate 

feasibility of initiating an automated data extraction project, 

although it surely doesn’t eliminate the need for careful 

calculation of benefits and costs.  Summarizing, we may say 

that the most promising application of automated data 

collection is not in replacing existing manual procedures, 

but in reaching new areas and achieving higher level of 

detail. There are decisions to be made in domains where the 

amount of data generated or updated daily is beyond any 

processing that can be done by hand, so automation and 

intellectualization are the only reasonable options. In the 

following section of our paper we describe a real case of 

developing data extraction intellectual system for 

Novosibirsk City Hall’s department responsible for labour 

market management. 

 

III. APPLICATION IN LABOUR MARKET MONITORING AND 

ANALYSIS 

The developed software system is dedicated to supporting 

decision-making in labour market management by the City 

Hall of Novosibirsk, Russia. The following are the answers 

to the feasibility-estimation questions that we proposed 

above: 

1) The customer is the Labour Committee of the City Hall, 

which needs labour market-related information to 

perform its authorized functions. 

2) The major units of analysis are job positions (vacancies) 

in companies and job applications (resumes) of 

individuals. There are indeed online information 

transactions between hiring companies and job-seekers, 

the major measurement indexes being wages proposed 

and wages requested, as well as relation between the 

number of vacancies and resumes. However, data on the 

currently employed workers won’t be available, as it 

largely remains internal. 

3) These data are voluntarily put online by respective 

parties, so its collection is both legally and socially 

acceptable, especially for aggregation for a government 

institution. 

4) There are dedicated websites for posting vacancies and 

resumes. The number of federal and regional websites 

that would cover more than 90% of Novosibirsk’s 

online job-related ads is no more than 5. The available 

data on the wages is valid in terms of demand and 

supply. Generalizations can be made for relatively 

advanced industries, as e.g. for agriculture the number 

of ads will be minimal. 

5) The sources in consideration provide properly 

organized output in HTML, although they occasionally 

start using AJAX technologies which may complicate 

extraction. For each of them, minor changes in structure 

and information output are likely to occur once every 

three moths, and major ones – once every 18 months. 

Most of these websites are more than 10 years old, have 

established business models in providing the platform 

for job-related ads and are likely to remain operational 

for the next several years. 

6) Data extraction should be performed daily, as many ads 

are short-lived, and it seems technologically possible. 

The traditional, off-line ways of gathering respective 

data are incomplete or too infrequent and costly. The 

dedicated governmental organization, the Centre for 

People’s Employment, by and large works with citizens 

who seek to obtain unemployed status, so it alone 

couldn’t provide valid information on labour resources 

demand or supply in the city. 

In the result, we developed and configured the software 

system able to automatically collect data from specified 

online sources that openly and massively publish job-related 

ads. The system has three major tiers: 

 The data gathering module, responsible for accessing 

the source websites and grabbing data from webpages. 

Technical data are removed from HTML (to optimize 

the system’s database for storage space), but otherwise 

the entire webpage’s code is saved. A sample regular 

expressions-based algorithm (configurable) for data 

extraction from a web source is provided in Appendix. 

 The processing module, responsible for structuring the 

data. Currently it extracts information related to 

vacancies and resumes and their specified properties, as 

well as divides the jobs by industries (sectors) – with 

some simple natural language processing. 

 The analysis module, directly responsible for 

decision-making support and providing capabilities for 

reports generation, filtering, notifications, etc. 

The data collection started in late 2011 and by the summer 

of 2013 the system’s database contains about 800 thousand 

analyzed records and amounts to 4 GB. About 1000 

vacancies and 500 resumes are added daily, and it only takes 

the system about 1 hour to extract and process these data, so 

a significant reserve still remains, although the designers 

initially expected higher load. Fig. 1 shows an example 

report for “Information and communication technology” 

sector for the last year – average wages proposed by 

companies and monthly number of vacancies. For this sector, 

the system also uncovered an interesting fact that wages 

proposed (avg. 44.5 thousand roubles/month) are much 

higher than the wages asked for (avg. 25.9 thousand 

roubles/month), which emphasized the lack of 

highly-qualified IT specialists on the free market – most of 

the resumes belong to students, interns or freelancers. 

 
Fig. 1. Sample report for “Information and communication technology” 

sector (monthly wages as bars and monthly vacancies as numbers). 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In our paper we discussed some issues related to 

automated online data extraction to support decision-making 

process. We provided an overview of the field, highlighting 
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technological aspects of web data scraping and giving some 

insights on when it can and should be performed. We also 

proposed a qualitative method for estimating feasibility of 

employing automated collection of data from websites. A 

description of a real case is provided, which is the 

development of software system for labour market 

monitoring and analysis, used by the City Hall of 

Novosibirsk, Russia. 

APPENDIX 

Source name: hostname1.ru 

Source encoding: UTF-8  

URL: 

vacancy%http://hostname1.ru/vacancy?search_key=d8891

2&limit=100&order_by[]=orderby_date&order_dir[]=desc 

resume%http://hostname1.ru/resume?search_key=40cveym

&limit=100&order_by[]=orderby_date&order_dir[]=desc  

Sectors: 

vacancy%http://hostname1.ru/resume/add/?unregistered|sel

ect#select_rubric option 

resume%http://hostname1.ru/resume/add/?unregistered|sele

ct#select_rubric option  

Block with page-based navigation: 

vacancy%div.ra-element-paginator-holder 

ul.ra-pagination-pages li.ra-pagination-item span 

resume%div.ra-element-paginator-holder 

ul.ra-pagination-pages li.ra-pagination-item span  

Variable for page-based navigation: 

vacancy%page|1 resume%page|1  

Block with hyperlink: 

vacancy%div.ra-elements-list div.ra-elements-list__item 

a.ra-elements-list__title__link resume%div.ra-elements-list 

div.ra-elements-list__item a.ra-elements-list__title__link  

Filter for hyperlink: 

vacancy%/vacancy/* resume%/resume/*  

Publication date: 

vacancy%div.ra-elements-list div.ra-elements-list__item 

div.ra-elements-list__date resume%div.ra-elements-list 

div.ra-elements-list__item div.ra-elements-list__date  

Block with content: 

vacancy%#ra-vacancy-full resume%div.view-position  

Removed blocks: 

div.specials-list|span.specials-list-item-short 

div.toolbar-post div.noprint span.num-posts 

div.photo-person-right a#reformal_tab 

div.ra-vacancy-full-info-data-post  

== Extracted data ==  

Name: 

vacancy%div.ra-vacancy-full-title h2 resume%h3  

Sector: 

vacancy%.ra-vacancy-full-see-also-column-item-title a|0 

resume%span.specials-list-item-short|0  

Other data: 

vacancy%wage|str|div.ra-vacancy-full-salary|0 

vacancy%company|str|div.ra-vacancy-full-flying-box-title|0 

resume%wage|str|div.pay|0 
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